Information on Minors

Minors offered:
- Minor in Criminology, Law and Society (CLS)
- Minor in Urban Studies (US)
- Minor in Psychology and Social Behavior (PSB)*
- Minor in Environmental Design (ED)
- Minor in Urban & Regional Planning (URP)

*the PSB minor options are listed on a separate handout

Requirements:
Minors in CLS and PSB require the three Social Ecology introductory courses (Environ E8, Crm/Law C7, and Psy Beh 9) in addition to specific upper-division courses. ED, EPH, URP, and US have specific requirements. See the "Minor Requirements Checksheet" on the reverse of this flyer for requirements for all five minors.

Certification of Minor:
Minor Certification is performed upon completion of the undergraduate degree and is conferred by the department (school) in which the student is completing a major. Please see your Undergraduate Counseling Office about questions concerning approved or acceptable courses for the minor, aside from the listed courses.

Minors are not able to enroll in upper-division Social Ecology courses with the “L” or “N” restriction via WebReg. If classes are not full during the adjustment window, the major restrictions are typically lifted. You may try adding via Web Reg at that time.

Note:
- Upper-division courses that are used to complete any major requirements within the School of Social Ecology MAY NOT be applied to either the PSB or CLS minor requirements.
- A maximum of three courses may be counted toward both the minor in ED and the majors in EAD or SE (Gen).
- A maximum of three courses may be counted toward both the minor in URP and the major in either EAD or SE.
- A maximum of two courses may be counted toward both the minor in US and the minors in URP, ED, or SE.

[This information is subject to change; check with Social Ecology Student Services Office for updates and changes]
# CHECK SHEET FOR MINORS IN THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL ECOLOGY
## 2010-2011

### Criminology, Law and Society
(9 courses)

- ENVIRON E8
- CRM/LAW C7
- PSY BEH 9 or PSY BEH 11A, 11B, 11C

- Six (6) upper division courses selected from CRM/LAW C100-C191.

(1) ________________________ (2) ________________________ (3) ________________________

(4) ________________________ (5) ________________________ (6) ________________________

### Urban Studies
(8 courses)

- PP&D 4 and seven (7) additional upper division courses.

- From: PP&D 40, 100, 101, 102, 103, 105, 106, 113, 166, 172, 174, 177

A maximum of two courses may be counted toward both the minor in Urban Studies and the minors in Urban and Regional Planning, Environmental Design or the major in Social Ecology.

(1) ________________________ (2) ________________________ (3) ________________________

(4) ________________________ (5) ________________________ (6) ________________________

(7) ________________________

### Environmental Design
(8 courses)

- PP&D 151
- PP&D 152
- PP&D 153

- Five (5) additional upper division courses from: PP&D 100, 101, 102, 103, 105, 106, ART HIS 145A, 145B, 145C.

A maximum of three courses may be counted toward both the minor in Environmental Design and majors in Environmental Analysis and Design or Social Ecology.

(1) ________________________ (2) ________________________ (3) ________________________

(4) ________________________ (5) ________________________

### Urban and Regional Planning
(9 courses)

- PP&D 4
- PP&D 107

- Seven (7) additional upper division courses.


A maximum of three courses may be counted toward both the minor in Urban and Regional Planning and majors in Environmental Analysis and Design or Social Ecology.

(1) ________________________ (2) ________________________ (3) ________________________

(4) ________________________ (5) ________________________ (6) ________________________

(7) ________________________

**NOTE:** A MAXIMUM of two courses in the minor may be taken P/NP.

Information about the minor in Psychology and Social Behavior is listed on a separate handout.